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Austin College Men take second buzzer-beater victory from Comets this season 

Richardson, TX--The UTD Men tried to avenge an early season overtime confer
ence loss against Austin College, but fell three points shy despite a heroic effort. 

The Comets led by six going into halftime, making 15 of 36 shots and shooting 43 
percent behind the arc. The difference in the first half of play was UTD sinking all 
seven of seven free throw attempts. Following the break, UTD stayed hot , but 
Austin College also increased its intensity, shooting a blazing 55 percent for the 
game. 

Down by five with just over three minutes left, freshman Chris Walker hit a timely 
three-point basket to pull the Comets within two, 63-61. Walker then turned a 
steal into a AC Vincent Woodson foul, sending Eric Chatham to the line. With 
hopes to tie, Chatham did just that, banking both extra point attempts to tie the 
contest at 63 apiece. Woodson missed a shot down low, allowing UTD's Brian 
Thomas to rebound and hit freshman guard Brian Mitchell. Mitchell converted 
for a huge three, giving the Comets a one-point lead. But Austin College would 
come back, as Rodrick Kennedy took scoring matters into his own hands hitting a 
jumper to give AC the one-point gain. A steal by Kangaroo Wes Guinn allowed 
Jon Filipski to hit the jumper to give AC the final lead of the game. But with 26 
seconds remaining, the Comets gave a strong fight as Brian Mitchell released a 
three-pointer and Walker getting the board. Walker was given two more three
point attempts to send the game into OT, but time expired and Austin College 
prevailed. The Comets fall to 12-10 overall and 4-5 in the ASC. The team plays its 
final home game of the season Saturday afternoon at 3:00 pm against University of 
the Ozarks. 
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